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From the teacher’s desk…. 
    Thank you for your support last week as your children took the SAGE Interim 
assessment.  I have received the Math scores; have yet to receive the Language 
Arts scores.  I’m super proud of how they did.  It was a little frustrating for the 
students because there was a bunch of material we’ve yet to cover, including coordinate grids, 
volume, measurement, multiplying and dividing decimals.  However, there was much that we have 
covered as well.  I’ve created a spreadsheet comparing last year’s summative scores (end of year) 
with this year’s interim scores (mid year).  Many students are doing better than expected based on 
their last year’s scores!  We had 1 student score a 4 (already!), and 5 students scored a 3.  This is 
where we expect them to be at the end of the year!  One student went up from a 1 on the summative 
last year to a 2 on the interim!  Clearly, this is data that is so informative and will be remarkably 
useful as we circle back to those topics that might need reteaching.  Additionally, it is one indicator 
of how your student is progressing so far in math… which is great for EVERY student! 
    I can share your child’s score with you at parent-teacher conference in a couple of weeks, or sooner 
if you so desire.  As I stated before, this is ONE snapshot in time of how your child is progressing.  
Additionally I have many, many formative (ongoing) assessments that I have given and recorded as 
to their progress.  Monitoring and analyzing this data is so incredibly important as I teach your child.  
It tells me exactly where I need to reteach and spend additional time with your child in order to help 
them learn what is expected in 5th grade. 
    

Language Arts 
    Students will continue with their writing skills 
this week with a new prompt:  The Mola Mola.  I 
didn’t know what it was at first either! ;-)  This is 
an expository or informational prompt.  Students 
will be given information on the Mola Mola in the 
form of a passage, a video, and a website.  They 
will learn to use a new graphic organizer to help 
them organize their thoughts and ideas.     
    Their writing at home will  
replace their reading  
homework for the week.   
I expect students to work  
on their essay for 30  
minutes each night.  
  

Math 
    We’ll wrap up our chapter of Adding and 
Subtracting Fractions with Unlike Denominators 
on Tuesday, with the Chapter Test.  Students will 
be given a review tomorrow that will also be their 
homework for tomorrow night if they don’t finish 
in class. 
    Wednesday we’ll start our unit on Multiplying 
Fractions.  This unit tends to be a little less 
complicated, as there aren’t nearly as many 
steps involved in solving problems.  The big take- 
home point is when multiplying  
by a fraction; the product is  
less than the original fraction –  
just the same as when  
multiplying by decimals.   
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This Week’s Spelling Words 
Greek & Latin Roots: 

chron - times 
tempo, tempor - time 

chronic 
temporary 
tempo 
chronicle 
chronometer 
chronological 
pro tem 
temporal 
anachronism 
temporarily 
 
Challenge Words: 
Synchronize 
Contemporary 
Extemporaneous 
chronologer 
contemporaneous 
 

Important Contact Information 
 
Email:  mjenkins@canyonrimacademy.org 
 
Website:  http://jenkins5th.wordpress.com 
 
Cell:  203.640.3375 
 

This Week’s Vocabulary Words 
Word of the Week: passage     
 

deposition            erosion         uplift        arch 
                                          weathering       fault        butte   
 

Upcoming Events 
 
Feb. 4          Happy Birthday, Izabelle! 
Feb. 4          Reaction Time Assembly 
Feb. 5          Perspectives Submissions Due 
Feb. 11      Early Dismissal 
Feb. 11      Valentine Party 
Feb. 12      No School 
 
 

Science and Social Studies 
Students demonstrated what they knew about the 
differences between chemical and physical changes.  (A 
chemical change results in a new substance, where as a 
physical change is usually a change in state and no new 
substance is formed.)  The class average is 82%.  Pretty 
impressive!  This week we’ll move on to our new chapter:  
Earth’s Landforms: Erosion, Weathering, Volcanoes, 
Earthquakes and other forces that change Earth’s      
  surface.      
 
 
 
 
      
 
  

Remember….easy ways to enhance the budget at Canyon Rim Academy! 
Smith’s:  Please go online and register as a Smith’s customer.  On your account page you will have 
an opportunity to choose CRA as your community rewards school. 
Amazon:  Shopping through Amazon?  Sign in to Amazon through smile.amazon and choose CRA as 
your selected charity. 
Boxtops:  We will continue to collect box tops.  The winner at the end of the year will earn a fabulous 
reward!  

Miss Susan will take us forward in history this 
week with the study of Western Expansion.  This 
was an exciting time in U.S. History – cowboys, 
gold miners, the railroad.  Students will study the 
reasons for the expansion and how they 
expansion influenced where we are today.      


